Hyundai elantra fuel filter replacement

One of the worst problems that can happen to your Hyundai Elantra is a bad fuel filter. When the
filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the vehicle
will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve around the
vehicle stalling out. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was
in the era of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel
pressure meant that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no
longer left under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay.
These fuel filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change. Repairing them
means getting under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter
how old your Elantra is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are
cheap. Before taking anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble
codes saved in it. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be
a clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related
trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many
other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or
accelerating the engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter
can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor
feel like it is running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as
jarring. If you are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you
get P or P trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing
these symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your
Elantra is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably not
be the place to start looking, especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure or
the oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going out
is going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs
bad fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high
pressure on its input side and low pressure on its output side. They are both going to cause the
same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel
pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel pump
sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine right
after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel
pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Hyundai Elantra. Testing the
filter and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is
anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start Engine
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fuel filter replacement process on the Hyundai Elantra requires a method that differs from the
method used on most vehicles. First, the similarities, though. As with all cars, the fuel filter on
the Hyundai Elantra cleans the fuel before it gets to the engine. The filter inside of the fuel filter
housing traps the sediments inside of the filter. The clean fuel then leaves the fuel filter and
goes into the engine. The fuel filter in the Hyundai Elantra is recommended to be replaced every
50, miles. Open the rear doors on the Hyundai Elantra and locate the two main connector bolts
that hold each rear seat in place. The two bolts are located under the front part of each rear
seat. Turn the bolts counter-clockwise to loosen and remove the bolts. Slide the rear seats out
of the seat compartment. Then slide the rear seats out of the car. Locate the clip in the center of
the floor under where the seat was sitting. This clip holds the fuel tank access lid panel in place.
Pry this clip up with a flat head screwdriver. Pull the carpet away from the panel. Pull the fuel

tank access lid panel off of the top of the fuel tank. Slide one end of the rubber part of the
access lid up and then keep working your way around the rubber part of the access lid until you
are able to pull the access lid off. Be careful because there is a wire connector underneath the
access lid that is connected to the top of the gas tank. Unhook the wiring harness that is
underneath the access lid from the connector on top of the gas tank. Set the access lid to the
side. Unscrew the gas cap from the gas tank to relieve the pressure from the fuel lines and the
fuel filter. This is called "depressurising" the fuel system. This can also be done by removing
the battery cable, but it is faster and easier to relieve the pressure by unscrewing the gas cap
from the gas tank and you get the same results. Remove the big fuel line from the top of the gas
tank with pliers. Squeeze the tabs on the metal clamp inward and slide the metal clamp down
the fuel line. Then slide the fuel line off of the plastic fuel line port. Lay the fuel line on a rag to
catch any excess gas. Remove the small fuel line on top of the gas tank with the pliers also.
Squeeze the tabs inward on the metal clamp and slide the clamp down the fuel line. Also, lay the
fuel line on a rag to catch any excess gas. Remove the eight bolts that are holding the top round
portion of the fuel assembly lid. Using a Phillips head screwdriver, turn these small bolts
counter-clockwise to loosen and remove the bolts from the lid. Once the small bolts are out of
the lid, slide the lid off of the fuel assembly along with the lid gasket and set them both to the
side with the bolts so they do not get lost. Lay clean rags all around the base of the fuel
assembly. Pull straight up on the center of the fuel assembly. Once you get the fuel assembly 3
to 4 inches up, you will have to angle the fuel assembly to get it out of the hole. This is where
the rags come in handy because gas will spill off of the fuel assembly when you angle it out.
Finish angling the fuel assembly out of the top of the gas tank and lay it on the rags. Unhook the
three clips that hold the top part of the fuel assembly to the bottom part. Then pull the top part
of the fuel assembly away from the bottom part. Then unhook the main harness that holds the
top and bottom parts together. Pry off the metal bracket that holds the filter unit in place with a
flat head screwdriver. The metal bracket has a fuel line coming out of the end of it. Remove the
fuel filter unit with the fuel line still attached to the metal bracket by pulling the unit straight out
of the fuel assembly. Lay the filter unit and the fuel line to the side of the top part of the fuel
assembly. Pull back on the two clips that are connecting the fuel filter to the top of the fuel
assembly. Pull out on the fuel filter as you are pulling back on the two clips and the fuel filter
will come out of the hole. Remove the two plastic washers, the two rubber o-rings and the cap
from the old fuel filter because the new fuel filter does not come equipped with these must have
items. Remember how these items come off of the old filter so you can properly transfer them to
the new fuel filter. Transfer the two plastic washers, the two rubber o-rings and the plastic cap
onto the new fuel filter assembly. Push the new filter into place inside of the fuel assembly.
Push the metal bracket back in place over the top of the fuel filter. Hook the wiring harness
inside of the fuel assembly back up and reattach the top and bottom portions together. The two
pieces will snap together. Make sure that the fuel tube aligns up with the plastic cap before
snapping the two pieces together. Slide the assembly back into the gas tank. Put the lid ring
back around the top of the fuel assembly. Screw the eight bolts back in place and tighten them
down with the phillips head screwdriver. Then slide the two two fuel lines back onto the two fuel
line ports on top of the fuel assembly. Squeeze the clamps down and slide them back over the
fuel line and the port. Release the clamp so that it can properly tighten the fuel line to the fuel
port. Reconnect the main harness on the bottom of the fuel assembly access lid to the top of
the fuel assembly unit on top of the gas tank. Then slide the rubber seal of the access lid back
in place so that the access panel is completely sealed around the access hole. Lay the carpet
back in place over the fuel assembly access lid. Slide the seats back in and reinsert the bolts
and tighten them back down. Screw the gas cap back on the gas tank. Turn the ignition key on
and off three different times to prime and fill the fuel assembly back up with gas. Then crank the
engine. Job complete. Grace Mclain has been writing professionally since Her articles have
appeared on eHow. COM, and she specializes in automotive and business topics. Step 1 Open
the rear doors on the Hyundai Elantra and locate the two main connector bolts that hold each
rear seat in place. Step 2 Locate the clip in the center of the floor under where the seat was
sitting. Step 3 Unhook the wiring harness that is underneath the access lid from the connector
on top of the gas tank. Step 4 Unscrew the gas cap from the gas tank to relieve the pressure
from the fuel lines and the fuel filter. Step 5 Remove the big fuel line from the top of the gas tank
with pliers. Step 6 Remove the small fuel line on top of the gas tank with the pliers also. Step 7
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op round portion of the fuel assembly lid. Step 8 Lay clean rags all around the base of the fuel
assembly. Step 9 Unhook the three clips that hold the top part of the fuel assembly to the
bottom part. Step 10 Pry off the metal bracket that holds the filter unit in place with a flat head
screwdriver. Step 11 Pull back on the two clips that are connecting the fuel filter to the top of
the fuel assembly. Step 12 Transfer the two plastic washers, the two rubber o-rings and the
plastic cap onto the new fuel filter assembly. Step 13 Hook the wiring harness inside of the fuel
assembly back up and reattach the top and bottom portions together. Step 14 Slide the
assembly back into the gas tank. Step 15 Reconnect the main harness on the bottom of the fuel
assembly access lid to the top of the fuel assembly unit on top of the gas tank. Lay plenty of
rags around the fuel assembly because the gas will spill off of the fuel assembly when
removing. Always wear safety glasses when working around fuel.

